A canonical software process family based on the Unified Process

Abstract—The Unified Process (UP) is a processes framework widely known and used by the software industry and academic community. UP was developed under the conception of a universal application, but even a single process is not appropriate to address all development projects since optimal process depends on the particularities of each project or organization. Frequently, many process components need to be adapted to the organization or project needs, a complex task because the experience and knowledge required. Perform adaptation in an inappropriate way is prone to error due to the difficulties for taking tailoring decisions. The paper goal is proposing a canonical software processes family based on the Unified Process to support software process tailoring. Our methodology was based on the meta-process CASPER to build a software process family and we use the Case Study method as a strategy for validating the canonical process family empirically. As a result, we show a canonical software processes family, which will serve as a platform for determining a process family based on Unified process in a small software organization. This canonical family has the advantage that uses a tailoring mechanism following a transformation strategy that encapsulates tailoring decisions in order to systematize this activity. In this work, we show the initial results in the applicability of a canonical software process family as base in the building the software process families based on UP in the small companies context, and also we conclude that the UP is a process framework with spread spectrum, which limited its formulation like a general software process family, due to that a process family requires determining carefully the application domain known as software process family scope.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In an attempt to apply the software processes, the companies usually do not fit the process standard to their own context or a specific project requirement; this is mainly due to the complexity and required knowledge for adaptation. Software industry and software engineering research have given continuously a good number of successful software processes models. However, it is improbable that each of these proposals, as such, has been equally useful for any organization or project, considering that organizations are different, and projects within the same organization are unique [1]. A lot of process components need to be adapted to specific contexts, both organization and project [2]. The Unified Process (UP) is a software processes framework that has been widely used in the academic and the software industry [3], [4], but it is a generic framework that tries to be applied to multiples contexts of software projects and organizations which must be adapted to meet the diverse characteristics of both companies and projects [5], [1]. Adapting UP requires a careful and complex work [4], achieve its objectives is one of its main challenges because UP does not address clearly its adaptation to specific needs [6], [3]. Due to the adaptations that enterprises require, the UP tailoring is not a cost-effective solution, it subtracts practical applicability to the process, adding risks and additional costs by using an unsuitable process. Several UP adaptations are not repeatable and therefore each new adaptation is different, thus it requires experience, is error prone and requires a huge effort. Ones of the effective techniques that provide better benefits and expectations in software process tailoring are the Software Processes Lines and Software Process Families [7] [8], due to they allow to reduce the effort in adapted processes generation through planned reuse of process assets [7], [8].
This paper shows, a canonical Software Processes Family based on Unified Process (SoftProF-UP) which one can become a basis for software companies to define their own processes family and these can take advantage of a systematic adaptation mechanism. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the research work related. Section III presents the methodology for building canonical SoftProF-UP. Section IV presents the main elements our proposal. Section VI illustrative case study determine the applicability of the canonical family. Section VII provides conclusions and future work.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Unified Process Tailoring Approaches

The UP in its environment discipline tries to provide a tailoring guide [5], where the process configuration is described; however, it does not clearly define how the process should be configured according to the project's characteristics, it limited only to provide general information that may be useful, but it is not sufficient for tailoring.

The authors [9] present a meta-model to describe a set of elements and relationships necessary to ensure consistency in tailoring, including new elements and relationships. In addition, they present a prototype of tool ProTTo (Process Tailoring Tool) to support the tailoring process. The work focus is the tailoring mechanisms definition, but not how the approach taking into account information from the organizations or projects context.

A generic model for the tailoring software processes is presented by [10], where the tailoring is made based on the project’s characteristics and doing manually. It is a model that was evaluated by a company where the RUP planning and management discipline was adapted. The authors [11] propose a framework to assist tailoring process, where knowledge and experience are organized in an appropriate way that will benefit the future projects tailoring, in addition, it shows a case study in a company in which RUP has been adopted as an organizational process. Ruiz et al. [12] present a tailoring guide to adapt the UP to projects specific for small organizations. However, it is an approach that, despite using SPEM 2.0 (Software Process Engineering Meta Model) [13] and EPFC\(^1\), the process is not automatically tailored

B. Unified Process Adaptations and extensions

The UP adaptations and extensions allow evidence the importance that the software engineering community has given to the adequate processes definition to cover different contexts. Among the most relevant are:

- Agile UP (AUP), a simplified version of Rational Unified Process (RUP), it describes a simple and easy-to-understand approach to software development using RUP concepts and techniques. AUP adopts many of the XP agile techniques and other agile processes but retains some of the formality of RUP [14].
- Basic Unified Process (BUP): It is a RUP simplified version perfected for small projects. BUP retains the essential RUP characteristics. In this version, most optional parts of RUP have been excluded and many elements have been merged. The result is a much simpler process that remains true to the RUP principles which are aimed at projects and small teams [15].
- Open Unified Process (OpenUP) and Open Unified Process Basic (OpenUP / Basic): It is a minimum and sufficient light version of the UP, it does not provide guidelines for all the elements that are handled in a project, but it does have the basic components that can be the basis for specific processes. OpenUP / Basic is the agilest and lightweight form of OpenUP that has its roots in an open source donation of the BUP process contents [16].
- Enterprise Rational Unified Processes (EUP): It is a RUP extension. The support lack for the system and the eventual withdrawal of a software system by RUP are some of the elements that EUP tries to cover. To address this, EUP adds two phases and seven new disciplines [17].

C. Families and Process Lines

According to Simidchieva et al. [18] a processes family is the different agreed variations set of the same process. Defining a process family can transfer the following benefits to the software process: i) Optimizes efforts in coordination, automation, improvement, and training. ii) Allows the reuse in defining new processes. iii) Facilitates the large processes adaptation through the exchange of components depending on the circumstances of execution. Cass et al. [19] presented a way to define and represent processes families with Little-Jil applying the techniques of software products families to direct the processes variation.

Rombach et al. [20] propose the concept of software process lines as a “way of managing a process and its variants in a systematic way”. This work motivated the need for process lines similar to the product lines, so that, processes within an organization can be organized according to similarities and differences, allowing a better adaptation to the needs of a specific project. The vision of SPRl. engineering (integrating product lines and process lines) is to group adaptive artifacts and processes in such a way that it can be chosen based on the products set, process requirements and project constraints.

D. Process Lines using MDE techniques

---

\(^1\) EPFC – Eclipse Process Framework Composer
Model Driven Engineering (MDE) can be used to describe software development methods where its general idea is to create abstract models of software systems and systematically transform them into concrete implementations [21]. MDE can be used with the same idea in process engineering, specifically in adaptation, where it is necessary to model the software processes in general and transform them into particular processes taking into account the organization and/or project context. In addition, MDE provides reuse through a generative strategy, which can be used in software process engineering. In particular, the transformation techniques have been used as instantiation strategies in software process tailoring. Hurtado et al. [22] supports adaptation at the conceptual level and provides mechanisms to make a portable and executable adaptation in different process environments. They propose to use MDE techniques to define the organizational processes as models, the adapted process and the context, as well as the process of adaptation as a transformation model.

III. METHODOLOGY

To CASPER -Context Adaptable Software Process EngineerRing [23] as a methodological framework, view Figure 1. In CASPER is defined several activities in domain engineering and application engineering which ones allowed us to guide the building of the canonical SoftProF-UP. However, other additional methods were used in this definition, that will show later. To capture the specific software projects characteristics, CASPER suggests defining a Context Model (CM), for our case, it required search several UP application contexts. It was performed as a systematic review [24] and the Context Definition Method - PCDM [25]. The PCDM use as input, information gathered by the systematic review execution and as output, the family CM as an instance of SPCM. In order to analyze the SoftProF-UP variability, we follow the Washizaki strategy [8] comparing and determining the models set variability based on the UP process gathered from the literature. As result, a process architecture was defined for supporting the processes family incorporating common and variables components. This result was reported in [26]. The tailoring activity is defined at two stages. First, a transformation strategy based on MDE [22] is implemented as part of the domain engineering process, with the aim of systematizing the software process models creation that matches specific project’s needs. And second, execution of tailoring strategy where project leader defines a project-specific context and executes the transformation strategy, generating a context-adapted process.

IV. SOFTPROF-UP: CANONICAL MODEL

A. Conceptual Structure

This work proposes a canonical software process family (SoftProF-UP) and a systematic mechanism for tailoring the Unified Process to particular contexts providing basic processes set adequate to project contexts. Its main objective is to help and serve to process engineers as a starting point for defining a software processes family based on UP that fit specific contexts. It uses three main approaches: process modeling and its variability, context modeling and a model transformation as an adjustment mechanism. The family is presented in Figure 2.

- **Core Process** defines the process elements that are common as part (mandatory basis) in all possible configurations.
- **Process Variability** allows providing a process family with flexibility, adaptability, and reuse [8]. The variability in SoftProF-UP is defined by variation points and variants.
- **Software process family** includes a process reference model (core and variability).
• **Context Model** allows defining project context characteristics to determine the most appropriate software process model to support software development.

• **Tailoring rules** allow relating attributes of the canonical context model with the process variability. The tailoring rules are responsible for making the adaptation of a reference process model to an adapted process model taking into account the specific characteristics embodied in the context model configuration.

• **Tailoring mechanism** brings together, in an orderly manner, the elements that participate in the adaptation strategy, software reference process model (core and variability), context model and adaptation rules; inputs to define the software process according to specific needs. The adaptation is materialized using model driven engineering techniques - MDE.

Below is shown the different SoftProF-UP elements.

B. Software process family of the implementation discipline

![Figure 3. SoftProF-UP implementation discipline workflow.](image)

The SoftProF-UP implementation discipline workflow is shown in Figure 3. Where the activity "Structure the Implementation Model" is part of the core process and has the purpose of structuring the implementation model by identifying subsystems set that can be developed with relative independence. The "Integration Plan" is optional and has two optional variants described by "Integrate Systems" and "Integration Plan". The purpose of the "Integrate Systems" activity is to create a plan for the building's integration describing the necessary constructions and the requirements of each construction, as well as integrating each construction. The "Integration Plan" activity has the purpose of planning the integration of the system focusing on the subsystems that must be implemented and the order in which they should be integrated into the current iteration. The activity "Components Implementation ", is a variation point that has two variants activities "TDD" and "Design and Implements Components". The activity "TDD" has the purpose of developing software subsystems but first writing the tests and refactoring or improving through unit tests. The "Design and Implement Components" activity has the purpose of implementing the requirements and ensuring that the subsystems comply with their functionality, that is, that the requirements are correctly implemented by the components or subsystems. The following activity "Integrate each Subsystem" is optional and its purpose is to integrate the changes from multiple implementations to create a new version of an Application Subsystem. The "Integrate the System" activity has the purpose of integrating the application subsystems to create a new compatible and complete system version.

The Canonical Context model (CCM) purpose is to identify the particularities of the project or organization that may affect the process tailoring. The dimensions grouping context attributes and attributes values that have the purpose of providing determined values set that can be assigned to the context attributes at the time of making a CCM configuration, and of this way to respond to the needs and particular project characteristics or an organization.

The dimensions considered in the CCM are: a) Project dimension, which aims to project characterize taking into account context attributes that pretend to condition the project characteristics with attributes such as: Business context, Project type, Project priority and Restrictions. b) Development Dimension, they have as objective to characterize the project taking into account aspects that condition the project rigor such as: Type of application, Criticality, Project Size. c) Team Dimension aims to gather context attributes that can determine the team characteristics responsible for the project development such as: Size and geographical distribution of the team. e) Team experience, with this dimension it is intended to provide elements to characterize the project with respect to the experience that the team has, with respect to the experience in the Process, experience in the Application Domain and Technical Experience. The Canonical Context Model with its respective dimensions, attributes and values are shown in Figure 4.

C. Canonical Context Model
Figure 4. Structure of the canonical context model

The tailoring mechanism elements like tailoring rules and its function are better to understand in the next section through an example.

V. SOFTPROF-UP IN ACTION

This section aims to show how the different SoftProF-UP elements are used and interact to generate adapted processes. It will be shown in a particular way how to adapt the process of the implementation discipline so that it meets the particular project characteristics.

A. Process model of implementation discipline

The process model that will be adapted in this section was illustrated in Figure 3, where its implementation in caSPEMTool in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Implementation Process defined in caSPEMTool.

A. CCM Configuration

To adapt the software process, the CCM defined in Figure 4 must be instantiated or configured. It is important to remember that the CCM initially formulated in this work was achieved from the contextual information found in the literature on adaptation elements used explicitly in the Unified Process adaptation, therefore the CCM serves as a starting point to add elements of the context that are necessary depending on the needs of those responsible for adaptation. A CCM configuration consists of determining which dimensions, context attributes, and their corresponding values are suitable for modeling the project particular context. For this case, we will illustrate a project context defined by the context attributes and attribute values as shown in Table 1.

Figure 6 shows a part of CCM implementation and a configuration specific using the caSPEMTool tool. The context model configuration is shown in the lower part of the figure, which is made up of the four context attributes defined in Table 1, and it is particularly shown that the context attribute called type project of the configuration has value maintenance; similarly, the other context attributes of the configuration comply with the values defined in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context attribute</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project type</td>
<td>Maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project size</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team size</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Experience</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Context Attribute for CCM configuration
To establish the scope, it is necessary to look for the relationships between the context attributes and the process variation points. In Table 2, the implementation scope discipline process is shown through the relationships between the context elements and the process variability, in the first table column the context attributes are defined, which are involved in the CCM configuration, and the following columns refer to the process features of the implementation discipline.

The scope table allows establishing under which values of the configuration attributes of context the process elements should be selected. For the particular case, Table 2 presents the attributes values of the CCM configuration, according to Table 1, and the relationship with the process variability. The relationships are established with truth values, which indicate whether the activity is part of the adapted process or not, and also if it is the case the name of an activity that will take the place of the variation point.

A. Tailoring rules

The Figure 7, 8 and 9 define the decision trees that guide the implementation of the process rules of the implementation discipline, taking into account the scope table defined this discipline. The green nodes in the trees indicate that if their evaluation is true the variation point will be part of the adapted process, otherwise it will not be part of the process, yellow nodes.

The first two conditional nodes, in Figure 7, indicate that the "Integration Plan" optional variation point, if the context configuration takes any of the two values, will be replaced by the "Integration Plan" activity. The third conditional node indicates that if its evaluation is true, the variation point will be replaced by the "Integrate Systems" activity. The last conditional defines the situations where the variation point will not be part of the adapted process. In the same way, trees are defined as tailoring rules for the variation point of "Design and Components Implementation" and "Integrate each Subsystem" as shown in the figures, Figure 8 and Figure 9.
Figure 8. Tailoring rule like decision tree for design and components implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context Attributes</th>
<th>Process Features</th>
<th>Integration Plan</th>
<th>Design and Components Implementation</th>
<th>Systems Integrate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project Type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-studies</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Integration plan</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
<td>Integrate Systems</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big</td>
<td>Integration plan</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td></td>
<td>Components Implementation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td></td>
<td>Components Implementation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big</td>
<td>Integration plan</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
<td>TDD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Experience</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Components Implementation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Components Implementation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>TDD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>TDD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Scope of the SoftProf-UP Implementation discipline process

B. Implementing and executing tailoring rules

The tailoring rules goal to transform the general process into a specific process taking into account the configuration of the project context model. The rules are composed of disjunction and conjunction conditional operators that compare the desired context with the specific context of each project and that trigger adaptation actions on process elements. For the tailoring rules implementation, during the modeling of the implementation discipline in caSPEMTool, the rules defined as decision trees of the previous section were taken into account. The first rule implementation is defined in Figure 10, where the first and second conditional of the rule allows defining under what circumstances the optional variation point "Integration Plan" is replaced by the activity "Integration Plan" by means of the action shared by the two conditionals. Similarly, the third conditional allows establishing when the optional variation point is replaced by the "Integrate Systems" activity. In the fourth conditional case, if the context configuration takes a value of the five possible ones to evaluate, the optional variation point will be eliminated. A characteristic of caSPEMTool is that in the Rule Context definition a context attribute can take several values as shown in the last conditional of Figure 9, where the context attribute Team Size can take the values of Medium TE or Small TE and in the same way the context attribute Project Type can take the values of Maintenance or Pre-Studies. Therefore, in the last conditional implementation, only three Rules Context are defined for the five possible values of the context attributes.

The tailoring rule for the "Design and Components Implementation" variation point is defined in Figure 11, Where first conditional, left side of the figure, corresponds
under which values of the context model configuration, the variation point will take the activity "Components Implementation" and the second conditional defines when TDD will take the place of the variation point.

The tailoring rule for the characteristic "Integrate each Subsystem", Figure 12, defines only when the activity must be eliminated, due to it is not necessary to define for which values of the context model configuration the activity is part of the process, this is because in caSPEMTool, if the activities are not eliminated or updated by means of the variability defined in SEPM2.0, the process does not change and they will always be part of the process.

The result of adapting the implementation process with the previously defined rules, taking into account the project configuration in Table 1, as shown in Figure 13.

VI. CASE STUDY

To determine the applicability of the canonical family proposed in this work, the case study development of the holistic type (the case as a whole) and descriptive was proposed. This case study focuses on determining the usefulness of the requirements process of the canonical family, as a starting point, in the family definition their own of an SME software developer. The steps followed to define the case study according to Runeson and Höst [27] are described below.

A. Case Study Design

• Research question: The question is: Is canonical SoftProF-UP a useful basis, as a starting point, for the processes family in a small organization?
• Case Study Objective: Determine the canonical basis applicability of SoftProF-UP in one a small software development company.
• Case Study Selection: this case study is holistic and descriptive, with a unit of analysis, which corresponds to the software process of a developer company. The organization was selected under the criterion that it was a small organization and in addition, its availability for this work was considered, in this case, the company Rhiscom, a small Chilean software organization.
Case Context: Rhiscom is a small Chilean software company in the Latin American market, located in the city of Santiago, Chile, whose software process has been inspired by the Unified Process.

Measurements and instruments design of the case study: The metrics and instruments that were used for this case study are shown in Table 3.

B. Case Study Development

The company initially had a documented software process, however distant from the practice and without sufficient formalization to take advantage of the systematic approach. Therefore, the case study was developed in three stages to be able to achieve the use of the systematic approach to process adaptation. a) Stage Formalization of the current process (practiced) Rhiscom. In the formalization, the Rhiscom process two months were spent, for which it was necessary to know the company scope and the process followed in the development of its products. In the definition and formalization process, we asked about the company scope and the process followed for the development of the product by consulting documents and process descriptions. The formalization was done through meetings to elicit each process workflow including roles, activities and work products involved in each process area. These sessions result was the process documentation and specification applied in each area in the EPFC tool. b) Family analysis and design stage. For this case study stage, a comparison and homologation were made between each one of the activities defined in Canonical SoftProF-UP and those corresponding to the Rhiscom requirements process. In order to develop this stage, the formalized process, the documented process and the canonical processes family were taken as inputs. To make the analysis and design of the Rhiscom - SoftProF-UP process a comparison was made for each process element, the comparison was initiated hierarchically by the activities. In this comparison, each activity was taken and its compatibility between the two processes was verified in such a way that activities capable of homologation were identified and then focused on the comparison of artifacts and roles. As part of this stage, it was necessary to carry out the elements elimination and addition in SoftProF-UP in a way that fulfilled the requirements of the Rhiscom requirements' own specification. Table 4 shows the total elements of each process and Table 5 shows the comparable elements total to define the Rhiscom process through the Canonical process family. c) The resulting process formalization as a processes family: The process formalization was carried out taking into account the previous stage results where caSPEMTool was used as a tool to define the process elements, context and tailoring rules that are part of Rhiscom-SoftProF-UP. First, the context model was:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Instruments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activities utility AU: Family activities percentage, useful in the company process definition.</td>
<td>AU = (SANCompany / ATNDS) * 100</td>
<td>SoftProF-UP activities number used in the company (SANCompany) Activities total number defined in SoftProF-UP (ATNDS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities coverage AC: Tasks percentage of the company that is covered by SoftProF-UP</td>
<td>AC = (CANCCompany / ATNCompany) * 100</td>
<td>Company activities number covered by SoftProF-UP (CANCCompany) Activities total number of the company (ATNCompany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roles utility RU: Family roles percentage, useful in the company process definition.</td>
<td>RU = (SRNCompany / RTNDS) * 100</td>
<td>SoftProF-UP Roles Number used in the company (SRNCompany) Roles total number defined in SoftProF-UP (RTNDS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roles coverage RC: Roles percentage of the company that is covered by SoftProF-UP</td>
<td>RC = (CRNCCompany / RTNCompany) * 100</td>
<td>Company Roles number covered by SoftProF-UP (CRNCCompany) Roles total number of the company (RTNCompany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work products utility WPU: Family work products percentage, useful in the company process definition.</td>
<td>WPU = (SWPCompany / WPTNS) * 100</td>
<td>SoftProF-UP work products number used in the company (SWPCompany) Work products total number defined in SoftProF-UP (WPTNS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work products coverage WPC: Work products percentage of the company that is covered by SoftProF-UP.</td>
<td>WPC = (CWPNCCompany / WPTNCompany) * 100</td>
<td>Company work products number covered by SoftProF-UP (CWPNCCompany) Work products total number of the company (WPTNCompany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rules utility RUU: Family rules percentage, useful in the company process definition.</td>
<td>RUU = (SRNUCompany / RTNBS)</td>
<td>SoftProF-UP rules number used in the company (SRNUCompany) Rules total number based on SoftProF-UP (RTNBS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rules coverage RUC: Rules percentage of the company that is covered by SoftProF-UP.</td>
<td>RUC = (CRNCCompany / RTNCompany) * 100</td>
<td>Company rules number covered by SoftProF-UP (CRNCCompany) Rules total number of the company (RTNCompany)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Measurements and instruments design of the case study.
formalized process model was obtained in caSPEM 2.0 according to SPEM 2.0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procesos</th>
<th>Actividades</th>
<th>Productos</th>
<th>Roles</th>
<th>Reglas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SoftProF-UP</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhiscom</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tabla 4. Total elementos de los procesos requeridos de la familia de SoftProF-UP y Rhiscom

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Homologación</th>
<th>Actividades</th>
<th>Productos</th>
<th>Roles</th>
<th>Reglas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tabla 5. Elementos de los procesos requeridos homologados entre SoftProF-UP y Rhiscom

C. Resultados del Estudio de Caso

Para realizar la comparación entre los procesos se tomó en cuenta el número de elementos, actividades, productos de trabajo, roles, opción y variación, para después hacer un análisis adecuado. Se encontró que las actividades en el proceso de definición del proceso es similar. La diferencia es más notable entre los roles y productos de trabajo ya que los roles definidos en Rhiscom son dos de los SoftProF-UP y el número de productos de trabajo en SoftProF-UP es mayor, más o menos, de los definidos en Rhiscom. Los porcentajes de los roles definidos en SoftProF-UP, que corresponden al proceso de la compañía, es del 66%. La cobertura de SoftProF-UP con los procesos Rhiscom fue del 60%. Ver la tabla 6.

Los roles de SoftProF-UP son similares a los de SoftProF-UP, y SoftProF-UP considera un total de 66% de los roles de SoftProF-UP. Ver la tabla 7.

Los productos de trabajo de SoftProF-UP son del 50%, a pesar de que SoftProF-UP define el doble de los productos de trabajo Rhiscom. Cinco de los diez productos de trabajo de SoftProF-UP son similares a los del proceso Rhiscom. La correspondencia de SoftProF-UP con SoftProF-UP es del 83% al considerar que sólo el producto de trabajo definido al proceso está definido en la familia de SoftProF-UP. Ver la tabla 8.

Los roles definidos en SoftProF-UP son similares a los de SoftProF-UP, y SoftProF-UP considera un total de 66% de los roles de SoftProF-UP. Ver la tabla 9.

El proceso de definición de SoftProF-UP es del 50%, a pesar de que SoftProF-UP define un doble de los roles definidos en SoftProF-UP. El proceso de definición de SoftProF-UP se reinforcing que SoftProF-UP tiene una aplicación alta, como una base para definir familias, que depende de ambos el proceso formalizado del proceso y su scope. SoftProF-UP busca proporcionar los elementos y la infraestructura necesaria que se considera como una entrada al generador de procesos de SoftProF-UP y no tiene una compatibilidad con todos los procesos de procesamiento UP. La diferencia en el proceso definido en la compañía y SoftProF-UP se puede considerar como ser parcialmente debido a la compatibilidad con el proceso de SoftProF-UP definido, ya que varía entre el 66% y el 60%.

D. Resultados

El proceso de definición de SoftProF-UP es una familia de procesos con algunas limitaciones no minoras. Particularmente las actividades y los roles de SoftProF-UP no tienen un lenso de más del 6%, de los productos de trabajo es del 50% y tienen un lenso de más del 6% que son los básicos de la definición del proceso. Los roles definidos en SoftProF-UP son similares a los de SoftProF-UP, y SoftProF-UP considera un total de 66% de los roles de SoftProF-UP. Ver la tabla 10.
In addition, the case study allows us to see that canonical SoftProF-UP is small to be followed and manipulated by small software companies. The canonical solution limitation is given by the limitations in the tailoring rules collected from the literature with the generalization purpose. At a particular level, the rules are realizable, but at a general level, context elements and decision are missing to solve the variable elements according to the contexts. This resulted, in the extraction of three tailoring patterns that are provided as support to companies for the particular definition of their software processes family.

VII. CONCLUSIONES

This work shows a canonical processes family, based on the unified process, whose purpose is to serve as a base for the software companies to define their own process family, and to take advantage of an innovation high-level adaptation mechanism using an MDE strategy. SoftProF-UP seeks to provide the necessary elements and infrastructure to serve as a starting point in the processes families creation and not an accuracy with all the possible software processes that are in UP, which is a titanic task and of little use. The idea of this work was to determine a process family based on the unified process, under the hypothesis that, the amplitude of its use and its adaptation to multiple contexts, would give enough empirical evidence for its formulation. However, the scientific and industry reports under the study conducted in this work did not provide sufficient evidence. From this, the conclusion was reached that the Unified Process is a broad-spectrum process framework, which limits its formulation as a process family, given that a family requires action domain, as well as the scope. Although the empirical evidence was insufficient to formulate a large process family, it did serve as a basis for determining that each business, in a determined action domain and therefore with a smaller scope, as can be evaluated in the case study, it is possible to define a process family at the organizational level based on the Unified Process assets. Given the previous conclusion, this work focuses on strengthening the process family construction at the organizational level since it is not feasible for each organization to have to do it from the beginning. In addition, this work proposes a canonical process family established with scarce empirical evidence and with some typical examples, which facilitate organizations that have the Unified Process as a reference, to define their own process family and thus achieve a cost-effective adaptation of their process. This allows them to use an appropriate process for each software project they face.

The process family resulting from this work is a significant advance and initial base that must still be refined in its components through empirical evidence and research reports. The canonical family based on the Unified Process can be evolved by the software industry in such a way that this starting point reduces the effort in the organizations for its reuse.
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